SPRING 2021 CURRICULAR BUILD

CLASS SECTIONS WITH ENROLLMENT CAPACITIES 50+ WILL BE REMOTE
INDEPENDENT STUDY AND FIELD STUDIES CLASS SECTIONS WILL BE IN-PERSON
PHYSICAL DISTANCING WILL BE ENFORCED FOR ROOM CAPACITIES
CLASS SECTIONS TRADITIONALLY ONLINE ONLY
CLASS SECTIONS WITH ENROLLMENT CAPS AFTER RO HAS COMPLETED UPDATES IN SIS TO REFLECT THE NEW SPRING 2021 CALENDAR, DEPTS CONTINUE TO WORK ON THEIR SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. IN THIS PHASE, MODALITY GUIDANCE WILL NOT YET BE FINALIZED FROM CAMPUS. DEPTS WILL BUILD THEIR SCHEDULE WITH THESE KNOWNS:

- CLASS SECTIONS WITH ENROLLMENT CAPACITIES 50+ WILL BE REMOTE
- INDEPENDENT STUDY AND FIELD STUDIES CLASS SECTIONS WILL BE IN-PERSON
- PHYSICAL DISTANCING WILL BE ENFORCED FOR ROOM CAPACITIES
- CLASS SECTIONS TRADITIONALLY ONLINE ONLY (E.G. PART OF AN ONLINE PROGRAM) REMAIN ONLINE-ONLY
- CLASS SECTIONS WITH ENROLLMENT CAPS UNDER 50 WILL BE SCRIPTED TO BE "BEING DECIDED" IN SIS AS WE AWAIT A CAMPUS DECISION ON MODALITY. IF A DEPT NEEDS A PARTICULAR CLASS SECTION TO BE IN-PERSON, THEY SHOULD UPDATE THE MODE OF INSTRUCTION TO "IN-PERSON" IN SIS

AFTER CAMPUS DETERMINES ITS MODALITY DECISIONS FOR THE SPRING 2021 TERM, DEPARTMENTS FINALIZE THEIR SCHEDULE BUILDING PROCESS IN ADHERENCE TO MODALITY GUIDANCE.

THE SCHEDULE OF CLASSES IS PUBLISHED AND AVAILABLE TO BE VIEWED BY STUDENTS, ADVISORS, ETC.

CONTINUING AND NEW STUDENT ENROLLMENT

PHASE 1
(EARLY OCTOBER)
AFTER RO HAS COMPLETED UPDATES IN SIS TO REFLECT THE NEW SPRING 2021 CALENDAR, DEPTS CONTINUE TO WORK ON THEIR SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. IN THIS PHASE, MODALITY GUIDANCE WILL NOT YET BE FINALIZED FROM CAMPUS. DEPTS WILL BUILD THEIR SCHEDULE WITH THESE KNOWNS:

- CLASS SECTIONS WITH ENROLLMENT CAPACITIES 50+ WILL BE REMOTE
- INDEPENDENT STUDY AND FIELD STUDIES CLASS SECTIONS WILL BE IN-PERSON
- PHYSICAL DISTANCING WILL BE ENFORCED FOR ROOM CAPACITIES
- CLASS SECTIONS TRADITIONALLY ONLINE ONLY (E.G. PART OF AN ONLINE PROGRAM) REMAIN ONLINE-ONLY
- CLASS SECTIONS WITH ENROLLMENT CAPS UNDER 50 WILL BE SCRIPTED TO BE "BEING DECIDED" IN SIS AS WE AWAIT A CAMPUS DECISION ON MODALITY. IF A DEPT NEEDS A PARTICULAR CLASS SECTION TO BE IN-PERSON, THEY SHOULD UPDATE THE MODE OF INSTRUCTION TO "IN-PERSON" IN SIS

PHASE 2
(LATE OCTOBER - MID NOVEMBER)
AFTER CAMPUS DETERMINES ITS MODALITY DECISIONS FOR THE SPRING 2021 TERM, DEPARTMENTS FINALIZE THEIR SCHEDULE BUILDING PROCESS IN ADHERENCE TO MODALITY GUIDANCE.

PHASE 3
(LATE NOVEMBER)
THE RO AUDITS THE SUBMITTED SCHEDULE OF CLASSES AND ASSIGNS CLASSROOMS

PHASE 4
(EARLY DECEMBER)
THE SCHEDULE OF CLASSES IS PUBLISHED AND AVAILABLE TO BE VIEWED BY STUDENTS, ADVISORS, ETC.

STUDENT ENROLLMENT
(LATE DECEMBER - MID JANUARY)
CONTINUING AND NEW STUDENT ENROLLMENT

PHASE 1
(EARLY OCTOBER)
AFTER RO HAS COMPLETED UPDATES IN SIS TO REFLECT THE NEW SPRING 2021 CALENDAR, DEPTS CONTINUE TO WORK ON THEIR SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. IN THIS PHASE, MODALITY GUIDANCE WILL NOT YET BE FINALIZED FROM CAMPUS. DEPTS WILL BUILD THEIR SCHEDULE WITH THESE KNOWNS:

- CLASS SECTIONS WITH ENROLLMENT CAPACITIES 50+ WILL BE REMOTE
- INDEPENDENT STUDY AND FIELD STUDIES CLASS SECTIONS WILL BE IN-PERSON
- PHYSICAL DISTANCING WILL BE ENFORCED FOR ROOM CAPACITIES
- CLASS SECTIONS TRADITIONALLY ONLINE ONLY (E.G. PART OF AN ONLINE PROGRAM) REMAIN ONLINE-ONLY
- CLASS SECTIONS WITH ENROLLMENT CAPS UNDER 50 WILL BE SCRIPTED TO BE "BEING DECIDED" IN SIS AS WE AWAIT A CAMPUS DECISION ON MODALITY. IF A DEPT NEEDS A PARTICULAR CLASS SECTION TO BE IN-PERSON, THEY SHOULD UPDATE THE MODE OF INSTRUCTION TO "IN-PERSON" IN SIS

PHASE 2
(LATE OCTOBER - MID NOVEMBER)
AFTER CAMPUS DETERMINES ITS MODALITY DECISIONS FOR THE SPRING 2021 TERM, DEPARTMENTS FINALIZE THEIR SCHEDULE BUILDING PROCESS IN ADHERENCE TO MODALITY GUIDANCE.

PHASE 3
(LATE NOVEMBER)
THE RO AUDITS THE SUBMITTED SCHEDULE OF CLASSES AND ASSIGNS CLASSROOMS

PHASE 4
(EARLY DECEMBER)
THE SCHEDULE OF CLASSES IS PUBLISHED AND AVAILABLE TO BE VIEWED BY STUDENTS, ADVISORS, ETC.

STUDENT ENROLLMENT
(LATE DECEMBER - MID JANUARY)
CONTINUING AND NEW STUDENT ENROLLMENT